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Justice and Poverty: I

Poor Aim

In War
On Bias
By Thomas Sowell
Adam Smith and John Rawls each
say that justice is the paramount virtue of society, but they mean very different things. Adam Smith's argument
is that without some justice in the society, the society cannot survive. There
cannot be a society without some predictability, and that predictability
must be based upon some principle.
John Rawls makes the very different
argument that every increment of justice is categorically more important
than any increment of any other benefit.
It is very hard to see why one would
be concerned about justice unless
there is some value to the objects of
that justice. No one is likely to get
worked up over the fact that, when we
leave the beach, we each go home with
different numbers of grains of sand in
our hair; because we do not put any
value on those grains of sand. There
has to be some prior concern about the
things that we are justly distributing
or unjustly distributing. If A and B
both have value, then it is hard to justify the statement that every increment of B is more valuable than every
increment of A. Yet time after time we
take actions aimed at securing a bit
more justice, with virtually no thought
to the costs of doing so. Once we admit
that there are costs to justice, it is by
no means clear that every increment
of justice is desirable. Someone must
pay those costs, and that undefined
someone ·is no less important than
those we have explicitly categorized
and set at the center of our discussion.
An example of that sort of situation
can be found in our experiences with
"affirmative action." One of the
tragedies about affirmative action is
that there is very little empirical evidence of any benefits to blacks or
women out of affirmative action. Further there is reason to believe that it
may be counterproductive. The equal
opportunity laws (which were superseded by affirmative action) simply provided penalties for discrimination. The employer could avoid all penalties if he did not discriminate, and
incur penalties if he did. It was a very
straightforward incentive
Af.

by doing so. But down the road, they
are buying more trouble, because if

the subsequent pay and promotion pattern of people hired from those groups
do not meet the expectations of the
Government, then employers are incurring a very large legal cost - regardless of whether they discriminate.
As a case in point, consider the academic world. Here you have an up-orout system of promotion. A junior faculty member. has to be either
promoted or fired after a certain
period of time. He cannot just be continued in that same job. Under these
circumstances, affirmative action increases the demand for those members of minority groups who have a
proven track record, so that they will
not be let go at the end of three or four
years. This is particularly true of the
large research universities, where it Is

EAST LANSING, Mich. - Isolated
from his neighboring Arab brethren
for his peace initiative with Israel, embarrassed by Prime Minister Menachem Begin's bombing of an Iraqi nuclear reactor and faced with mounting
opposition from the Socialist Labor
Party in Egypt, the last thing President Anwar el-Sadat anticipated was
an internal conflict that would
threaten Egyptian national unity. Yet,
this is exactly what happened on
18 when a quarrel between two
tians, a Moslem and a
over whether a vacant
ment land should be

common for a very large majority of
all assistant professors to be let go at
the end of their contract, and certainly
not kept on for tenure positions.
Enter affirmative action. Will the
university now hire a woman who is
fresh out of graduate school, with a 9
out of 10 chance that it is going to fire
her in 3 years, opening itself for legal
liability which could cost hundreds of
thousands of dollars if she chooses to
file a lawsuit? Affirmative action has
created an incentive not to hire from
these various groups. In the process, it
has provided some benefits to those
minority individuals who have top degrees and a long list of publications.
But they would have been doing all
right anyway. Those who are just coming out of the graduate school untested
(and given the history of minorities,
these will be the great majority of the
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people in the group) have been
made less attractive risks. "
has had a high cost to the intEmd~ld
beneficiaries, as well as to the
society. Perhaps observers will
physically benefited, by feeling that
they are promoting a more just world.
But is increasing the psychic
of third parties the real .purpose of
come redistribution?
Thomas Sowell, a senior
Hoover Institution on War, RP.·vo11utit1n
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Hughes Estate

that a California woman, Martha Annette ~Neff, the first cousin to
Graves, bad discovered a Hupes wtllln testify, read lWldwrttten entries of
a locked box belCJniiDI to ber late em- births, marriages and deaths from the
ployer, Earllligbtower.

t : testified at today's hearln&· Their attor-

family Bible and identified enlarged

315 Vacant Lots in Chicago
To Be Sold for as Low as

She said the document was placed in a prints of photographs, including family
briefcase tbat was later lost on a flight portraits -and sbapshots of Mr. Hughes
CHICAGO, Aug. 10 (UPI) from Califbmta to Dallas. Sbe was able andbisrelatives.
Jane M. Byrne announced a
to produce a photocopy. 1be court bas 1
· in which the city would sell
asked the Federal Bureau of
Canned Roast Beef Recalled lots on the South Side and West Side

t- neys presented family letters, a Bible
with a family tree, a census form that
· Mr. llugbes's grandfather fflled out in
1900 and certificates of birth, marriage
le and death. The testimony was unchal- tiootosearcbforthemissingluggage.
WASHINGTON, Aug. 10 (AP) _A
td lenaecl.
The first witness today was a certified voluntary recall of vacuum-packed
F.- The three cousins who testified said genealogist, Mary L. Ulma, who was c::ooted roast beef bas begun by the Vinli- tbat they bad rarely seen their famous hired to research the family lineage of cent Giordano Prosciutto Company of
r relative. After Mr. Hughes's death, the the maternal claimants.
Pbiladelpbia after tests em samples
1e 16 maternal cousins and five paternal
"I looked at several huodred, perhaps j showed bacteria that could cause food
cousins entered into an agreement to several thousand, different records," polsooing the Agriculture Department
ar share the estate among themselves.
she testified. "This family kept good Isaid
The company distributes
~r
Two of the maternal cousins have records. They had to be pulled together, 1products in the Northeast under the
11 since died, but their share of the estate but they were good." She said that she brands of Vincent Giordano, Joy, Lapin,
[). would be gi'len to their heirs.
bad accounted for all the maternal de- Twin Brothers, Big Apple and Allied
lS
Today's hearing came amid reports scendants.
t Farms.
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next-doorneighbonforaslowas$1.
Under the Adjacent Neigbbors
Acquisition Program, owner-(ICCUJI*ll
of homes on either side of
volved wt11 be able to submit
·to buy the dty-owned properties.
owners could buy the lots, which
age 25 to 125 feet, for as little as $1
cause there is no minimum bid.
1be new owners will be required
clear the lots of litter and debris.
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